
 

 

 

 
 

Transervice Logistics’ Grocery Store Distribution 
 

 
Transervice’s Dedicated Contract Carriage transportation solution program provides all the benefits of a private 
fleet with none of the management headaches and risks. It is a guaranteed way to assure maximum 
driver/tractor/trailer utilization and retention, while gaining a reputation of providing top-notch delivery service 
365/24/7. With Transervice, distributors can rest assure that deliveries continue to be handled and maintained at 
high levels of service at negotiated costs, without having to actually manage driver labor. Challenges, such as, 
driver shortages and related high turnover, CSA regulations, HOS background checks, mandatory drug and 
alcohol screening and insurance, which normally require significant resources to manage, are also effectively 
handled by Transervice and a well-deserved relief to any grocer. 
 

It is in this context, that Transervice earned the business of a large national grocery store 
operator and seamlessly transitioned them into a Dedicated Contract Carriage program at its 
facility in the greater Denver market. 
 
As the customer needed to concentrate on its core grocery business, it determined that it 
required the skills, know-how and experience of a professional transportation solutions provider 

to implement and manage a more cost-effective solution to its transportation operations. In addition, the customer 
was challenged with significant staffing level issues and needed assistance to implement a substantial change into 
an organized labor environment. 
 
Understanding that Transervice has an excellent reputation and track record throughout the United States and 
Canada for dealing fairly and openly with all types of labor management policies, non-union or union, the customer 
relied upon Transervice’s expertise to achieve a substantially improved solution and effective transition. As 
expected, Transervice successfully resolved the situation at hand, by earning the trust of the employees.  
Transervice was also particularly successful in its approach to quickly resolve open issues and established its 
popular “open door policy”, in order to address and respond to issues and 
disagreements before they escalated into full blown incidents. 
 
In order to improve driver efficiency and retention, Transervice implemented a 
“productivity based pay” (IPP) program for the drivers. Further, employee work 
rules were modernized. With that, the customer began to understand that a 
successful work environment requires both parties to be “partners”. This enabled 
the elimination of large amounts of non-productive hours for drivers, resulting in 
even greater efficiency. Next, Transervice engineered significant routing changes 
coupled with improved dispatch policies and procedures. All of which resulted in 
a 40% workforce reduction. 
 
During implementation, Transervice did also institute its renowned safety program, which grew into a culture for 
both the drivers and its management team. As a result, this led to a reduction in workers’ compensation costs 
of over $700,000 by the end of the first contract year. This reduction became a significant savings that directly 
benefitted the customer and ultimately helped reduce driver injuries and lost wages for years to come. 
 
Overall, the distribution savings for this grocery chain has been so significant over the years, that Transervice has 
been engaged to manage the distribution for additional stores nationwide. 
 

http://www.transervice.com/

